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donkey kong super mario wiki the mario encyclopedia - creation donkey kong s character design was created by
shigeru miyamoto for the donkey kong arcade game in which the big ape kidnaps mario s original girlfriend pauline, donkey
kong game super mario wiki the mario encyclopedia - donkey kong is an arcade game that was nintendo s first big hit in
north america it marked the beginning of the mario franchise and introduced several of the earliest characters including
mario himself originally known as jumpman a carpenter rather than a plumber the original donkey kong who in later games
would become cranky kong, donkey kong video game wikipedia - donkey kong japanese hepburn donk kongu is an
arcade game released by nintendo in 1981 an early example of the platform game genre the gameplay focuses on
maneuvering the main character across a series of platforms while dodging and jumping over obstacles, donkey kong wiki
fandom powered by wikia - the kongs learn more about these krucial kongs read more the kremlings discover why these
kreeps have been kraving the kong s defeat, donkey kong country tropical freeze prima official game - donkey kong
country tropical freeze prima official game guide nick von esmarch cory van grier on amazon com free shipping on qualifying
offers never get lost b highly detailed maps help you fully explore each level b collect it all b locations revealed for each
collectible and hidden item, donkey kong champ billy mitchell s redemption is a sloppy - jon s most recent stories the
legend of zelda encyclopedia inside dark horse s next big art book disgraced donkey kong champ billy mitchell s redemption
is a sloppy soliloquy
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